Abstract
Introduction
Display devices with different characteristics are ubiquitously integrated to our daily lives: from the technically limited displays on cell phones, mobile gaming platforms and similar peripheral devices, to projectors, and the high end plasma and experimental high dynamic range (HDR) displays, there exists a large spectrum of capabilities in contrast and color reproduction. Two consequences of this trend are the motivation of our work. Firstly, an observer might receive information simultaneously from multiple displays with different characteristics, such as when taking notes on a PDA while watching a presentation from the projector. Secondly, displays integrated to mobile devices might be observed under uncontrolled lighting, for example a cell phone display exposed to direct sunlight. These observations suggest that in real life scenarios we can no longer assume the observer's visual system to be fully adapted to a single display, and the display emission to be not distorted by reflections. But how do we perceive the display content under these conditions? In this study we present an objective method to predict the visual perception of information conveyed through different displays under spatially and temporally varying lighting conditions.
Evaluating the perception of images that have been processed by some algorithm has been an active field of research. Subjective experiments and objective metrics have been used to assess the quality of images subjected to various distortions and tone-mapping algorithms. The main point of interest in those studies is the almost "ideal" case where the observer is in a lab setup with controlled lighting, sitting directly in front of the display in a perfectly adapted state. While such conditions are necessary for benchmarking different algorithms by assessing the quality of their outcomes, it is equally important to consider lighting conditions and human visual system (HVS) states that are likely to be observed in real life.
We formulate the display visibility analysis (Section 3) as a full-reference image quality assessment problem, where the observer's actual field of view at a given time is the test image, and the display emission under ideal conditions (perfect adaptation, no reflections) is the reference image (Figure 1) . Our method accounts for the decrease in sensitivity due to maladaptation (adaptation to a different level than the background luminance) that may be caused by abrupt changes in lighting as well as the observer directing her gaze to a brighter or darker object. The magnitude of maladaptation is a temporal mechanism: sensitivity of the human visual system (HVS) is gradually recovered in time (Section 3.1). Our metric, on the one hand predicts the spatially varying magnitude of visibility of the reference and associates pixels with easily interpretable visibility classes like informative, warning&caution, etc. (Section 3.2), and on the other hand detects structural distortions due to the loss of details with respect to the reference (Section 3.3). We present results for various lighting conditions and visual system states in Section 4, and apply our method to a car interior display, where the lighting of both the car interior and the display is computed by a global illumination simulator (Section 5). 
Previous Work
Given a sufficient number of test subjects, a reliable way of assessing image quality is through subjective experiments. This method has been used to determine the effects of simple distortion types (blur, white noise, compression artifacts, etc.) to the perceived image quality under identical settings for each trial [SSB06] . More recently, [AMS08] performed a similar study comparatively on a regular LCD and a prototype HDR display, where the latter is approximately an order of magnitude brighter than the former. Similar work has also been done in the context of tone-mapping algorithm evaluation [YMMS06] . Although display brightness and image dynamic range appear as variables in these studies, they are performed in vitro under highly controlled lighting (either ambient or no light) where the observer is directly looking at the display and has been given enough time for her visual system to adapt. Similar assumptions are taken as granted even in more extreme cases of luminance adaptation mismatches when real world scenes are directly compared against rendered [MRC * 86, DM01] or tone mapped [ČWNA06, YBMS07] images.
On the other hand, objective methods rely on mathematical HVS models instead of human subjects. Well established metrics visible difference predictor (VDP) [Dal93] and visible difference metric (VDM) [Lub95] detect the discriminability between the test and reference images. This approach works fine for a simple distorted image -reference image comparison, but a higher level image structure [WB06] concept can also capture the fact that not all visible differences are distortions (e.g. contrast enhancement). Recently, [AMMS08] proposed a dynamic range independent metric that detects visible structural distortions, that can be considered a combination of both approaches. These metrics have been used to replicate the results of subjective studies assuming the same controlled settings, without considering temporal factors.
While the objective metrics discussed so far are mostly used to measure fidelity in reproduction of images with respect to the reference, they can be also successfully applied to evaluate visual performance in specific tasks such as reading or target detection [Lub95] . Also, more specialized metrics targeted for displays used in automotive and aerospace applications have been developed. For example, the symbol discriminability on such displays can be measured as the Euclidean difference between the corresponding visible contrast images and scaled in the just noticeable difference (JND) units [ASMG06] . Dreyer [Dre07] measures the visibility level (VL) defined as the ratio between the actual luminance difference (e.g., between a symbol and its background) and the Adrian's threshold luminance [Adr89] , which is a function of the symbol size and exposure time. In both approaches only the exposure time is considered by means of simple proportionality coefficient. The temporal aspect of adaptation is considered in the time-to-visibility metric [KS92] , which takes into account display contrast (with ambient illumination) and the adaptation luminance for the windshield viewing conditions to determine the time when a given spatial frequency pattern becomes visible. Mantiuk et al. [MDK08] proposed a quality metric which takes into account ambient illumination conditions to optimize perceived detail reproduction in a tone mapping algorithm.
The latter two works are closest to our goals. We differ from them, in that we consider spatially and temporally varying real world lighting including specular reflections from the display surface, and model the loss of sensitivity due to maladaptation over time. We also focus on providing human interpretable visibility and distortion maps at any moment of time in the course of adaptation.
Our maladaptation model is strongly influenced by timedependent tone mapping algorithms [PTYG00, IFM05] , which consider temporal adaptation models to reproduce scene visibility for realistic display of the original HDR image appearance. This involves contrast manipulation (usually compression) in the HDR image. Our goals are clearly different as we measure discriminability and detect perceivable structural changes between a pair of images as a function of time. Also, we model the eye optics, contrast sensitivsubmitted to EUROGRAPHICS 2009. ity and visual masking for various spatial frequencies, which are usually ignored in tone mapping (a notable exception is the work of Pattanaik et al. [PFFG98] , but they ignore the time domain).
Visibility Analysis
We use two measures in our display analysis: first, we determine the visibility classes of the display emission image as a function of the perceived contrast magnitude, and second, we detect the loss of details as a result of the distortions in image structure due to spatially varying illumination. The former measure is computed at contrast levels well above the threshold (supra-threshold), while the latter happens at the vicinity of the visibility threshold (near-threshold). We employ separate methods to model both tasks, each specialized in modeling the corresponding contrast range.
Since we refrain from making a priori assumptions on possible illumination conditions, meaning the reflections can be arbitrarily bright, our entire model is designed for high luminance ranges. Two recent HDR capable image quality metrics, HDR-VDP [MDMS05] and a dynamic range independent metric [AMMS08] use very similar nearthreshold HVS models, extended over the well established VDP [Dal93] . Both metrics model luminance masking by assuming the eye is perfectly adapted to the image at single pixel resolution. Another recent supra-threshold vision model [MDK08] used in an HDR context, relies on the transducer function measuring the HVS response for contrast [Wil80] also assumes perfect adaptation.
In reality, the visual system rarely achieves such levels of sensitivity and will be maladapted up to some degree. In this respect, the perfect adaptation assumption corresponds to the "ideal case", where the observer's sensitivity is maximal. From a distortion analysis point of view, this approach provides a convenient worst case measure since distortion visibility can only decrease if the observer is adapted to a different luminance level. But the goal in our application is the exact opposite, namely the display content should be visible even if the observer is strongly maladapted, and thus the perception under perfect adaptation is not representative of practical conditions. The main contribution of this work is to introduce the building blocks necessary to extend the HDR image quality models of steady-state human vision to work under temporally changing real world conditions.
Temporal Adaptation
The sensitivity variation at a certain adaptation state is commonly modeled as a sigmoid response profile centered at the corresponding luminance level [NR66] . To cope with temporally and spatially changing real world luminance, the adaptation state is continuously readjusted. In scenarios with dynamically changing lighting conditions, the relatively slow pace of temporal adaptation plays a significant role in visual perception. The threshold luminance when the HVS is maladapted to the adaptation luminance La, while the actual (background) luminance is L, is typically given as a threshold versus intensity and adaptation function (∆L = tvia(L, La)).
Almost all known adaptation mechanisms operate within retina, each of which having their own time course suggesting that they should be tracked separately [PTYG00] . The fast but less effective neural mechanisms and slower but more effective photochemical mechanisms are responsible for shifting the response profile across the visible luminance range for both cone and rod systems. We adopt Irawan's [IFM05] approach, where adaptation due to pigment bleaching (σ b ), slow neural adaptation (σc) and fast neural adaptation (σn) are modeled separately, and Equation 1 gives the adaptation state as a function of adaptation luminance La.
The sigmoid shaped retinal response function R for this adaptation state as a function of background luminance L is given in Equation 2.
To obtain the threshold luminance ∆L at an adaptation level given by the tvia function, first the differential retinal response
, that produces a unit JND, is computed assuming perfect adaptation (La = L). The tvi (threshold versus intensity) function returns the visibility threshold of the fully adapted visual system given the background luminance. We derive the tvi function from VDP's contrast sensitivity function by iteratively computing the maximum sensitivity for each adaptation luminance along all spatial frequencies. Finally, the difference between the luminance value that generates the response R + ∆R and L gives the threshold luminance of the maladapted visual system.
In Figure 2 , we plot the threshold contrasts (1/sensitivity) for three adaptation states at La equals 1, 100 and 10, 000 cd/m 2 (blue curves) along with the threshold contrasts for perfect adaptation (red curve). The perfect adaptation curve is approximately the envelope of all adaptation states. We can think of the blue curves shifting horizontally as the visual system adjust to a new adaptation state. The time course of neural adaptation in the case of an abrupt change in lighting from luminance L 0 at time t = 0, to La is modeled as the exponential decay function (Equation 3) for neural adaptation of both rods and cones. Temporal change in adaptation is modeled by updating the tvia at each time step with the current adaptation level L a−current . We set t 0 to 0.08 seconds for cones, and 0.15 seconds for the rods as given in [IFM05] . We consider only the steady-state behavior of relatively slow pigment bleaching, since we observed that detail visibility is almost entirely recovered within the first few seconds.
In the rest of this section, we discuss the supra-and near threshold measures we employ in our analysis and introduce new building blocks based on the tvia function, that extend those measures by modeling adaptation over a time course.
Visibility Classes
In this section we relate luminance of the reference display emission to magnitude of contrast visibility scaled in JND units. Contrast of typical display content is well over the visibility threshold. Thus we use a transducer based suprathreshold HVS model, that accurately predicts the magnitude of HVS response by taking into account visual masking. A numerical response value computed by the model alone is not descriptive (e.g. how much visible are 50 JNDs?). Instead, a classification of HVS response intervals into visibility classes (VC) is easier to interpret by humans. The perceptible just noticeable difference (PJND) model introduces 6 classes of visibility (Figure 3) effect of chrominance is relatively small, therefore we consider only luminance contrast.
In the original PJND method, luminance to JND conversion is done be normalizing the logarithmic contrast by an experimentally found constant assuming that the observer is adapted to 10, 000 cd/m 2 . In environments subject to strong sunlight (such as airplane cockpits), it is reasonable to assume logarithmic HVS response and high adaptation luminance. But under dimmer lighting this model will severely underestimate observer sensitivity. Additionally, the significant effect of visual masking on supra-threshold contrast perception is neglected. In our work, we employ a multiscale First, we calculate the logarithmic contrast G across scales given the image luminance, by computing the logarithm of image luminance and building a Gaussian pyramid. The logarithmic contrast at level l is then given by the difference between levels l and l + 1 of the pyramid, where larger numbers indicate coarser scale. Considering the high frequency nature of the information conveyed through display devices (text, symbols, etc.), we focus on the loss of local details rather than distortions in the global contrast. Thus, consistent with the original method, we only consider frequencies higher than 3cy/deg. Next, Wilson's classical transducer [Wil80] is used to compute the HVS response given contrast W = ∆L/L and sensitivity S as input (Equation 4). Note that logarithmic contrast can then easily be converted to Weber contrast (W = 10 |G| − 1).
0.2599 (3.433 + SW ) 0.8 (4) The contrast sensitivity function used in the original method to compute S in Equation 4 is designed for steadystate adaptation. Using the tvia function from Section 3.1, we derive Equation 5 that also accounts for temporal adaptation.
The normalized contrast sensitivity nCSF is modelled as a function of spatial frequency ρ, adaptation level La and viewing distance d. The (OT F) models the disability glare due to the reflections in optics of the human eye, where p denotes observer's pupil diameter (See [AMMS08] appendix for formulas). Although not commonly observed in low dynamic range imaging, disability glare has a significant effect on our perception of HDR images. The effect of changing adaptation conditions to the HVS response is shown in Figure The HVS responses to luminance contrast across all scales are summed up using a Minkowski summation with exponent 2. In our visualization, the test image is shown in grayscale while corresponding visibility classes are color-coded according to the scale at the bottom ( Figure 5 ).
Loss of Details
In real life scenarios a reflection component, that is a function of the display BRDF and lighting conditions, is added to the light emitted by the display. If the display receives only ambient illumination, the resulting effect on display content, namely a uniform decrease in contrast, can be assessed simply comparing the visibility class maps of the real world image and the reference display emission. But spatially varying illumination, such as specular highlights, will not simply decrease the overall display contrast, but also introduce new contrast to the image perceived by the observer. The metric in Section 3.2 cannot differentiate between the distortions due to contrast introduced by the reflections, and the contrast lost because of reflections imposed the display emission. Only the latter of those two distortions are relevant for our application. Consequently, our metric should incorporate the higher level concept of image structure, since the traditional visible differences approach does not allow such a classification of distortions. It is also likely that the display content with reflections to have a higher dynamic-range compared to the reference. Thus, our method should not only work in HDR, but should also handle images with different dynamic ranges. We base our approach on the near-threshold dynamic range independent metric [AMMS08] that satisfies both aforementioned conditions. Figure 7 , where both input images undergo the same processing separately, until the final distortion detection step.
To model temporal adaptation we introduce a mapping from luminance to a perceptually uniform space scaled in JND units of a maladapted visual system. Unlike the original method that assumes perfect adaptation, we derive the mapping for a given adaptation luminance La by iteratively adding threshold values at the maladapted state, starting from the minimum luminance L 1 (10 −3 cd/m 2 ) until the maximum luminance L N (10 10 cd/m 2 ).
The index i of luminance L i gives the corresponding JND value for the maladapted visual system. The JND values at arbitrary luminance levels are interpolated from the two closest neighbors. The resulting mapping from luminance to JNDs is shown for perfect adaptation and three adaptation levels at 1, 100 and 10, 000 cd/m 2 in Figure 8 . We calibrate both components using the calibration values from [AMMS08] for the case when La = L, that are obtained through psychophysical experiments on the modelfest dataset [Wat00] .
We use the same optical transfer function (OTF) and normalized contrast sensitivity function (nCSF) as discussed in Section 3.2. The orientation and spatial frequency selectivity of the neurons in the visual cortex are modeled at the channel decomposition step through the cortex transform [Wat87] with modifications as in [Dal93] . Consistent with Section 3.2, we use the cortex bands down to mean frequency 3 cy/deg, while additionally performing processing for 6 orientations. In order to predict only the detail loss due to the reflections, we calculate the detection probability of the case where visible contrast in the reference becomes invisible in the test image, separately at each frequency and orientation. The detail loss map is generated by combining distortions across frequencies and orientations (through regular probability summation [AMMS08] ). We take a similar in-context map approach to visualization of detail loss as in visibility classes (refer to Figure 9 ). Note that the other two types of distortions, namely amplification and reversal of contrast are not detected, since the former roughly corresponds to the reflections on the display device, and the latter is irrelevant for our purposes.
Results
In this section we test our method on a Barco Coronis 3MP LCD display (max. luminance 400 cd/m 2 ) under multiple levels of reflections. Firstly, for each image in our test set we generate a scene referred HDR image of the corresponding display emission. HDR images are generated by combining multiple shots from a Canon 5D camera with different exposures using the open source pfsCalibration package. Next, in the same way we capture a reflection component generated by the camera flash. A test set is created by amplifying the reflection components to three separate levels and combining them with captured emissions for three test images. Resulting visibility class and detail loss maps for an adapted observer are shown in Figure 10 .
Our method associates high contrast regions such as icons and text to higher visibility classes, whereas background regions are predicted to have lower importance. The detail loss analysis detects more structural distortions with each increase in reflections. Note that we correctly differentiate between the contrast introduced by the reflection component and the image contrast occluded by the reflection component, and detect only the latter. In Figure 11 , we show how our measures respond to temporal recovery of sensitivity. In this scenario, the observer first adapts to an image with reflections ( Figure 10 : 3 rd row, 3 rd column). The adaptation luminance at time t = 0 is calculated as 5664 cd/m 2 by averaging over a 1 visual degree area near the brightest center part of the reflection. Next, the reflections are removed, leaving the display emission fully visible (Figure 10: 3 rd row, 1 st column) while the observer is still adapted to the luminance of the highlight. Our analysis shows that after 0.8 seconds nearly all details become visible, and visibility classes are improved.
Automotive Application
To demonstrate a possible application, we integrate our method to a global illumination simulator that models a car interior containing a navigation panel display [DAK * 04].
HDR environment maps captured using an HDR camera with a fisheye lens mounted on the roof of driving car have been used to illuminate the virtual car model. Since the car geometry is static in our application, the precomputed radiance transfer (PRT) technique has been used to efficiently compute global illumination in the car interior for each frame of VEM. The reflectance from the display has been computed off-line using precise final gathering with importance sampling driven by the bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), which was measured for the actual car display covered with antiglare/antirelflection layer.
Our metric predicts higher visibility classes (up to Dynamic Complex) along the high contrast left and bottom borders (Figure 12 ). The navigation information at the center, however, is not well visible. Thus, our metric predicts a perceived contrast magnitude lower than the Informative class, correctly identifying a bad design practice. Similar to the previous section, the detail loss increases with increasing amounts of reflection (Figure 13) .
These results also demonstrate how visibility class and detail loss analysis complement each other. In high reflection cases our metric detects detail loss in the display's center region that contains the navigation information (Figure 13 : 2 nd row, 2 nd and 3 rd columns). The near-threshold detail loss measure detects simply the loss of all visible details, even if they are very close to the visibility threshold. But such low levels of contrast do not always ensure the legibility of the display content. In fact, the visibility class map for the same display region shows the perceived contrast does not reach even the level of the lowest visibility class (Figure 12 right) . By combining information from both maps, one may choose to discard the loss of details that were not legible in the first place. ( Figure 14) points her gaze to the display inside the car. At first, the driver's visual system is adapted to direct sunlight (nearly 61, 580 cd/m 2 , averaged over 1 visual degree). Due to the high thresholds at this adaptation level, almost all details in both the panel and the display are lost (Figure 15 ).
After nearly 0.8 seconds, the driver slowly regains her sensitivity and the detail loss on the display decreases. But details at the darker panel region are still mostly invisible. After a second the image is perceived almost as in perfect adaptation submitted to EUROGRAPHICS 2009. conditions, even though the sensitivity is not full recovered yet.
Figure 14:
Rendering of the car cockpit. Original HDR image is tone-mapped for displaying purposes.
Conclusions
We introduce a method for display visibility analysis that works under spatially and temporally varying illumination conditions and accounts for the temporal adaptation of the observer's visual system. Our method consists of two parts: A supra-threshold metric that associates visible contrast of the display emission with visibility classes, and a near threshold metric that detects the visible detail loss due to reflections. We extend current methods, that assume the eye is perfectly adapted at single pixel resolution, by deriving the components necessary to model the temporal change in sensitivity. The performance of our method is demonstrated on an LCD display illuminated by spatially varying ambient light of different intensity. We also integrate our method to a global illumination simulator and present visibility analysis of a car cockpit display under various lighting and adaptation conditions.
One limitation of our work is that we use a single adaptation luminance for the entire image when modeling maladaptation. A better approximation to real adaptation luminance would be found by averaging over a region at each location. However, the exact support size and type of such an averaging kernel is unknown to us. We also assume that the display content to be static. A higher perceived contrast can be achieved by introducing temporal variations to display content (e.g blinking lights). Our model can be improved by taking into account the change in contrast sensitivity due to temporal variance. 
